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“No Substitute for the Real Thing”
By Sarah Jennings, FNACO Member

AS

the National Arts Centre sails through its 50th
anniversary year, its orchestra continues to play a
pivotal role. The imaginative leaders who set out to create this
remarkable cultural institution refused to stint on anything.
They were determined that it would be first-class in every
respect, from the physical facilities they were creating for the
performing arts to the performances that would appear on its
stages. The creation of a first-class orchestra was number one
on their list and the blue-print laid out for it by the artistic
thinker and composer Louis Applebaum and carried out by a
host of musical leaders, including the former CBC programme
executive and sometimes conductor Jean-Marie Beaudet, is a
prime reason for the vast and rich musical life we enjoy in
Ottawa today.
Planners had foreseen the contribution an orchestra could
Sarah Jennings, arts journalist and
make to the community where it lived: from its musicians
author of Art and Politics : The History
performing but also reaching out as teachers and catalysts to
of the National Arts Centre
the creation of a context, around the central orchestral unit,
which would augment music in every way. In the case of the NACO, this was a key factor. For
example, it played its part in the creation of a music faculty at the University of Ottawa. The
activists who dreamed up the Arts Centre and its contents stopped at nothing to ensure it had
maximum effect, and nowhere more so than with the orchestra. Even its original chamber-size
and scale was turned into a virtue. It created a fleet-footed ensemble that could travel the
country and also internationally, carrying the NAC banner into some of the finest concert halls
in the world. Today there are not enough nights in the year to attend all the good music in
Ottawa,
While the NAC has gone through thick and plenty of “thins”, as my book “Art and
Politics” relates, in the succeeding five decades since its founding, these core principles have
remained intact and been expanded and enriched. The orchestra, while under the leadership
of various music directors over the years, has never been more important in maintaining and
growing a love of serious music through its work. After the rich years of Maestro Pinchas
Zukerman and the expansion of the orchestra’s size, the arrival of Maestro Alexander Shelley
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and his profound commitment to music and particularly the critical role it plays in civic life
and especially with youth has been a master-stroke in taking the NACO forward. At the centre
of it all is the undeniable reality that “there is no substitute for the real thing”.
While the giants of musical presentation, from the Berlin Philharmonic to New York’s
Metropolitan Opera have learned and adapted to the idea of the digital concert hall and the
HDTV transmission of live opera performances, none of this occurs without the living breathing versions of humans creating their craft in real time and real experience. No robot will ever
replace the Maria Callases or Kirill Petrenkos of the world. Hence the importance of our own
orchestra and its work – from these high-flying musicians’ touching encounters with young
children….from Nunavut to West End Ottawa, to Europe and China - to stirring, touching,
emotional, confounding. sometimes boring, often joyous and definitely uplifting performances in Southam Hall which we enjoy as its audience. Enjoying orchestral music in all its forms
may be a little bit like learning to drink Scotch. The depth and pleasure of it comes over time.
But it’s certain that no ersatz version will do. There is no substitute for the real thing.

Snippet from the Archives
During June of this year, many of us were delighted at the return of opera to NACO with a staged performance of Mozart’s
Marriage of Figaro. Similar enthusiasm was expressed by members of the Association when, from 21 st to 30th of July in 1988, and
after an absence of several years, Opera had returned again in the form of a fully-staged and costumed performance of the everpopular Figaro.

We wish to thank Steve and Diane McCarthy for offering to become the free
Open Rehearsals representatives for FNACO.
Information regarding the dates, times and registration will be forthcoming in
early September.
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Salute to Past Presidents

Lois Harper, President from 19821985.

Alexander Waddell, President from
1997-2000.

Christina Lubbock, President
from 1987-1991

Snippet from the Archives
In 1974, the Dutch-Canadian Community had donated a concert organ to NAC. On Wednesday, April 10, 1984, in celebration of
the tenth anniversary of that gift, the Association presented an organ recital in the Opera. The performer was Jan Overduin,
former Dean of Music at Queen’s University, who had participated in the liberation of the Netherlands.

Friends of the National Arts Centre Orchestra/Les Amis de l’Orchestra du Centre National des Arts
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Reflections of Past Presidents and Directors
Harvey A. Slack, former board member and First Vice President, 2001-2009
It was a pleasure serving on the FNACO for eight years as a board member and as a First Vice
President. The opportunity to be the creator of the Music to Dine
For was fun to coordinate and the opportunity to meet so many
of our donors who enjoyed delightful evenings from the Supreme
Court of Canada, to the diplomatic residences and private homes.
This was a time to realize that music had no borders and lasting
friendships were bonded and lasted for many years. I am overjoyed that this programme continues today.
With my sincere warmest wishes for the next 50 years as the NAC
and its accomplished orchestra of musicians, the concerts, the
tours and the programmes bring peace to our world. The NAC is
our stage to the world as it welcomes audiences here and everywhere.

Harvey Slack, First Vice President, the late
Senator Sheila Finestone and the late
Senator Laurier LaPierre , Photo by Lois
Siegel, 2008

Moira Dexter, Former Director of Volunteers FNACO, 2001-2013
As the volunteer chair for Friends for many years my memories are varied and joyful. A large part of that joy was the help
from the volunteers themselves.
A dedicated, hardworking and ever cheerful group of women
and men they provided help to many departments and they did
so with enthusiasm and energy and a great willingness.
They are a large part of my many, happy memories of my time
with Friends.
Louise Rowe, NAC Manager of Finance and
Administration, Moira Dexter, retiring as
Director of Volunteers and Christopher
Deacon, Managing Director NAC Orchestra,
Photo by Lois Siegel, 2013

Did you know?
Members of NACOA were accustomed to welcoming guest conductors and
artists into their homes, offering that friendship and comfort so important
when travelling and performing.
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By Maria Neil

the early days of the Orchestra, the members of the Association played a big part in
selling subscriptions and filling the Hall. By the beginning of the Season in the Fall of
1985, Members of the Association were congratulated that they had been largely
responsible for subscriptions to the Opera having reached a rate of 75% full. This was a rise from
66% of the previous year.
NACOA’s philosophy concerning tours by their members, on their own or accompanying the
orchestra, was to promote music and to create an atmosphere of fun and good will that would
encourage people to become members of the Association. The success of the tours brought the
bonus of additional income for NACOA’s projects.
For instance, from the 6th to 23rd of September, 1985, eleven Members set off on the Association’s
fifteenth tour to accompany the Orchestra on its first international venture since 1978. Members
travelled with NACO to Asia and visited other attractions as well. NACO travelled to and performed in
Japan and Hong Kong.
Martha Graham wrote in the Autumn, 1985 Con Brio of the grandeur and beauty of the temples of
Bangkok, of Thai silks along with rubies and sapphires. Hong Kong offered the glories of ultrasuede,
pearls, silks and ivories. In Japan, Kyoto seemed to have more shrines and temples than people. In
Beppu, some members sampled hot sulphur springs, and saunas. They then travelled to Tokyo,
where a splendid concert by NACO produced numerous encores. The final lap saw the travellers
in Honolulu, Hawaii where they relaxed for a few days until their flight home to Ottawa - various
members declaring the adventure most enjoyable.

By the spring of the following year, that edition of Con Brio announced the next trip for May and
June: this time to Israel and France – “with enough aural and visual delights to savour for many a
winter’s night”. Busy organizers! Perhaps that trip didn’t materialize: as the next edition of Con
Brio offered a trip, together with patrons of the Toronto Symphony, for “Christmas in the Holy Land”.
Maureen Forrester was to travel with the group. The Tour celebrated the 50th Anniversary of the
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra.

Did you know?
The now popular preconcert talks were begun by Maestro Gabriel Chmura as a way to introduce new music to audiences. The
first was at 7:00 pm, just before his inaugural concert on the seventh of October in 1987.

Friends of the National Arts Centre Orchestra/Les Amis de l’Orchestra du Centre National des Arts
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Elizabeth Graham-Smith Introduces the School Concert Programs at the NACO

M

By Maria Neil

usic has always been important for Elizabeth Graham-Smith: as a graduate of London’s Royal Academy of Music, a music teacher, a performer, concertgoer, and a passionate advocate
for introducing music to children. She grew up in England where school concerts were just part of
the curriculum.
Elizabeth joined in 1977 and jumped at the chance to work on the young people’s portfolio. Of
course, in the early days of NAC, there was no music education department, the Orchestra didn’t
have the same level of public awareness that it enjoys today, nor did the Foundation exist. But what
Elizabeth liked was the orchestra, the huge hall, and schools all around – so why not bring schools to
the NAC?

By 1977, Musicians in the School as well as Family Adventures were already in place, and high school
students could attend some rehearsals and evening concerts as well as lectures and master classes in
wind and brass. Elizabeth saw a missing link for students to have the opportunity to come to the
NAC during school time and an opportunity to form the future audience.
She began meeting teachers, suggesting programs, bus schedules and chaperones. And so the
matinee program was begun in February 1983, initially financed through donations from Friends
jointly with the Musicians Union Trust Fund: a one hour concert by the Orchestra in Southam Hall
during school time for students and their teachers in grades four to eight.

Elizabeth still attends NAC with husband Beric, still believing that music education cannot be
overestimated as a foundation for life skills. The establishment of the NAC education department; the work of Pinchas Zuckerman and his successor Alexander Shelley; and the use of modern technology are gratifying developments by the NAC from the pioneering work of Friends of NACO in its early days.
We wish to thank and acknowledge our
special volunteers Lois Siegel and Ülle
Baum, who over many
years, have recorded our history
through their gift of photography.

Photographer Lois Siegel, photo by Paul
Jean

Ülle Baum
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Gala Benefit Concert with Harry Belafonte, November 26, 1983
By Maria Neil
Arranged by the National Arts Centre Association or NACOA to benefit its Children’s Concert Fund,
Mr. Belafonte performed at NAC on November 26, 1983 for expenses only. He performed also with
all the major Canadian orchestras from Vancouver to Halifax in order to assist them in raising funds
from the private sector. This was his way of expressing his appreciation to Canadians for their interest in his work over the past 25 years, as well as his respect for symphonic music in Canada. The
opening of his tour was his performance at the National Arts Centre, where the musicians of the orchestra provided their services free for this concert.
Special Gala tickets were available from NACOA for $60.00. Organized also by NACOA, tickets included hors d’oeuvres, champagne, dancing and an opportunity to meet the artists in the foyer following
the concert.

Profits for the Children’s Concert Fund amounted to $26,635.00!
Can you imagine?
For 1982-1983, the annual budget of NACOA was $9,000.00. For 1985-1986, the budget had risen to $60,000.00, thanks to
income raised from tours, the annual raffle, membership dues, donations and special events.

Thank you to all our collaborators who have contributed to this special edition of Con Brio!
Albert Benoit, Maria Neil, Lucie Dion, Christine McLaughlin, Kathleen McKillop, Sarah Jennings
and Yetta Riegel

Reminder
Save the date!
FNACO Annual General Meeting is October 20, 2019
2:00 pm
Hellenic Community Centre
Prince of Wales Drive, Ottawa
Friends of the National Arts Centre Orchestra/Les Amis de l’Orchestra du Centre National des Arts

